Facebook Ramblings – 1 to 15 October 2020
Thursday 1 October
The start of another month of mayhem and incompetence. Even the Crematorium chapel is
sporting its own QR code. 12 for a funeral today, 15 for a wedding tomorrow, and 6 for
Sunday's baptism. Somewhat depressing.
There are two reasons to be happy. I went and picked up a click and collect order from Croots
Farm Shop & Cafe. I have an award winning Bakewell Tart. My lovely friends at Croots can
no doubt tell me what award it has won. What I really want to know is how can I get on the
judging panel? Surely a cuddly cleric is just what they need. I'm no good for a wine tasting,
but pudding judge would be no problem.
When we were in Suffolk, the gorgeous National Trust property National Trust Ickworth used
to do a Pudding Lunch. A small risotto for main course, and as much pudding, of as many
different types, as you could eat. There was one Sunday when two clergy families St
Edmundsbury Cathedral went together - and both clergy then slept through Evensong. They
were the days when I hadn't heard of calories.
Reason to be happy number 2 takes us back to Robin Hood (and I meant to blog this back at
Scarecrow Festival time). When the kids were small, one of my favourite show was "Maid
Marion and her merry men". Kate Lonergan played Marian, Wayne Morris played Robin of
Kensington, and Tony Robinson the Sherriff. They made 25 episodes - and they are all
available on DVD. That means a likely lockdown now doesn't seem so bad. Apparently Tony
is in discussion with Netflix to do a remake. I wonder if I can audition for Friar Tuck?

Friday 2 October
Julie had an optician appointment in Belper yesterday, which meant - as you would expect - a
trip to Oxfam Books and Music Belper. They have a very good collection of railway books,
but I was a good boy and avoided them.
However, I succumbed to the DVDs - it is one of the few charity shops where the DVDs are
shelved alphabetically by title (this ex-librarian is a happy bunny). Those of you who know
the Vicarage will know that we already have a small collection of these modern circular discs
- but there's always space for some more.
Gareth was a fan of "Lord of the Rings", indeed I remember one occasion when the boys had
a marathon and watched the lot. I have never watched them, so if we get a second lockdown I
am now prepared. Might even read the books too!
Gilbert & Sullivan were part of my youth - I remember several performances at the Guildhall
in Cambridge. Julie did an O level music project on G&S, focussing on The Mikado in
particular. So we'll pretend we're at the theatre, and have an ice cream in the interval.
I like a good musical, so four Fred and Ginger films for £2 was a bargain. I shall imagine
putting on my top hat, tying up my white tie, and brushing off my tails. The most famous
Ginger Rogers quote is that "I do everything the man does, only backwards and in high
heels!"
I found this quote, also from Ginger, and I love it.
"Sure, jets are fast and economical, but, oh my, what fun we've lost and what leisure we've
sacrificed in the race to efficiency. Somehow, stepping onto a plane and zooming across the
United States in a matter of hours doesn't hold a candle to the dear, old-fashioned train ride."
The best you can do in Britain is the Highland Chieftain from King's Cross to Inverness. On
one occasion when the kids were little we did it nearly all the way (we joined at
Peterborough), and we travelled First. One day we'll do it again.

Saturday 3 October
What better way of spending a wet Saturday than on a zoom conference with the West of
England and South Wales Women's History Network? Women and Transport: Historical
Perspectives - fascinating!

Susan Major talked about women travelling on excursion trains. I liked the advert for a
special train to Wesleyan Methodist Conference in 1844 - notice the option of a morning
organ recital, at 8 am. David Redfern we must find the song - but you are not giving an organ
recital at 8 am (or, if you do, it'll be by yourself!).
Fascinating talk about Suffragettes and the railways by Lucienne Boyce - I did not realise that
Kenton station, just down the road from where we used to live, was destroyed by arson, and it
was poignant to see the return ticket to Epsom that Emily Davison had in her pocket.
We heard about Kathleen Butler, confidential secretary (but much, much more than that) to
the engineer behind the Sydney Harbour Bridge, Katharine Parsons who worked on ship
turbines (testing them on the lake at Roundhay Park), and several others. I now have a pile of
research I want to do.
Lewis Smith from University of Essex brought the story into my lifetime - gendering
Britain's railway advertising 1965-1979. The time of Monica, and jingles like this:
Travel intercity like the men do,
Inter-City sitting pretty all the way,
So join us on the Inter-city when you feel you need a little holiday,
Away from the boring kitchen sink he needs you at,
We're leaving behind the daily random common tasks,
C'mon and travel inter-city like the men do,
We love a little outing now and then,
So up and see the sights,
We'll be nice and bright and ready for the men,
Away from it all and home again.

Sunday 4 October
Harvest Festival, and we managed two decorated churches (thanks). We had 35 in one church
and 40 in the other, and - unusually - my congregation was larger than that of Northern
Reader. We survived not singing "We plough the fields and scatter" and everyone seemed to
get something out of worship. Harvest hedgehogs seem appropriate - spikes and all that.
We did a food bank run for the Hope Centre in Derby - Mike and Shirley had a full car (thank
you again). We can accept donations at any time in Primrose's book shed at the Vicarage.
I baptised young Ralph at lunchtime - we moved the flowers first. Just six guests allowed.
Mum, dad, Ralph and the four Godparents. I have given up trying to understand the logic of
the regulations. Lovely young people, a happy little lad, and a pleasure to baptise - one of the
greatest pleasures of my ministry. (in the old days I'd have given you a photo, now I need
written permission first).
Then we had an open air service. It was a sunny afternoon and people came with their own
seats. A lot of work for 18 people and it proved why we have church buildings. Nice to have
good chats with families (and others) I haven't seen for a while. I hope everyone got
something out of it.
Now I'm shattered. Daft really, Sunday's are usually a lot busier than this. The Prime Minister
is right, it is going to be a tough winter for all of us.
The lovely people Cogito Books supplied me with this evening's entertainment. Just wish I'd
got a real fire to snuggle in front of.

Monday 5 October
I've spent a while looking at the Little Gidding Concordances in preparation for the
University of York Reformation course this evening. 30 years ago we used to live about ten
miles away from Little Gidding, which is a tiny village just east of the A1, not far from
Huntingdon. In those days there was a religious community in the Hall – and we’d go with
the kids, they did excellent cake in their little tearoom.
The community was founded by Nicholas Ferrar in about 1626. He was a graduate of Clare
Hall in Cambridge, had travelled widely in Europe, and was a director of the Virginia
Company. After health and financial problems he left a life in London and moved to
Huntingdonshire to form a community with his extended family. They rebuilt the church, the
hall, and lived with a pattern of daily prayer, based on the Book of Common Prayer.
One devotional activity pursued by the community was the creation of biblical harmonies and
concordances. Today a concordance would be defined as an index of biblical verses, these
Little Gidding books are often the bringing together of the versions in Matthew, Mark, Luke
and John into one story – with illustrations. The creation of these concordances involved
cutting, arranging and pasting Bible verses and excerpts from other religious tracts onto
pages, which were then collated and bound.
https://www.rct.uk/…/the-little-gidding-concordances-the-wh…
can probably be described as the pinnacle of their work. It is a book in the Royal Collection,
which was made for the future Charles II around 1642 when he was Prince of Wales. It aims
at combining the first five books of the bible, and was an attempt at reconciling Old
Testament and New Testament Law.

Being made for a future King, it is a beautiful book. Sumptuously bound in purple velvet,
decorated with gold tooling, and it's big – 73 x 53 x 9 cm. It contains over 1,000 illustrations.
These illustrations came from other books, primarily Dutch and Flemish, prints that Ferrar
had purchased over the years on his travels, or got from an agent in London. If there wasn’t a
particular illustration that fitted, then they made a collage of other images. Most of the work
was done by the women of the community, especially the ladies of the Collett family.
Charles saw it in 1642 as he fled London, but it wasn’t quite finished. One of his party
described it as “the Gallentest Glorious largest Booke, and such as the world can not compare
with it”. Because of the ensuing civil war, the book was never presented to Charles II, and not
much is known about its history. It came into the Royal Collection in 1953 and is now held at
Windsor Castle. I want a trip to Windsor!
I had a smile while writing this, when an IT expert on the TV was commenting that today’s
track and trace mess was because “they were gluing things together”. There’s nothing new
under the sun!

Tuesday 6 October
One of the pleasures of social media is the photos that pop up - and today's was one of the
best.

The summer before last, Derby station was closed for several weeks and the train companies
did an excellent job of keeping trains running. They went from Burton to Chesterfield
avoiding Derby by using the Stenson Junction to Sheet Store Junction line, then up through
the middle of Toton yard. As a railway enthusiast I thoroughly enjoyed the diversions, and
most Cross country passengers hardly noticed they missed Derby. If you did need to get to
our fair city, the bus links were well organised too. Some of the Uni buses had exciting days
out
But one of my moans about today's rail non-network is that buses are used too easily. In a
few weekends time there are no trains into King's Cross. Perfectly reasonable, they are
relaying the tracks through Gasworks tunnel, and you can't run trains through a tunnel while
there are no tracks.
In British Rail days, trains coming south would have turned left at Peterborough, run down
through Cambridge and been terminated at Liverpool Street. It would have taken longer, but
you didn't have to get on a bus. I remember spotting beside the line at Shepreth Branch
Junction and watching Deltic locos.
When they close the Midland Main Line these days they put you on a bus, but it is perfectly
possible to divert trains into King's Cross (turn left at Leicester) or Euston (turn right at
Bedford), and most passengers would prefer that.
Physically this could still be made to work, but it is much easier to hire a fleet of buses than
find sort trains out along unusual lines, ensure the staff know the route, and think outside the
box.
No doubt the Lord had something to say about vision!

Wednesday 7 October
A couple of years ago I had the pleasure of doing some research on Mail and Parcels by Tram
for my MA History and Heritage course University of Derby. This became the basis for an
exhibition Crich Tramway Village which has been on for over a year, and ends in a couple of
weeks. (I've also got a talk on the subject if anyone wants a speaker once we're allowed to
meet again).
I had not got Julie to see the exhibition, and why should she escape? The lady on reception
pointed out that there is a flat path all the way down the entrance - street scenes with tram
rides and stone blocks are not comfy if you're in a wheelchair. The other suggestion would be
to re-gauge Northern Reader's chair to 4 foot 8 1/2 inches so she can run on the tram tracks TGA Mobility, please can you organise an attachment.
"Mail on Trams" is still looking good. Excellent text, a fascinating selection of pictures, post
boxes and a parcels' trolley. The post boxes were attached to trams - sometimes they were
available all day, while on other systems (Coventry for example) they just attached the box to
the last tram of the day, giving a later posting opportunity from the suburbs.
The parcels trolley has been borrowed from Museum of Transport, Greater Manchester.
Manchester had a huge amount of parcels traffic, and even had special parcels cars. There are
fascinating photos on my blog http://www.northernvicar.co.uk/2018/09/19/northernvicarwalks-manchester-buses-tramsmetro-and-a-signal-box/. I had a lovely day at that museum, another at Heaton Park Tramway
in Manchester, and at the National Postal Museum in London. Never made it to the Wirral
Transport Museum - one day Alexander Hunz we will.
My tram ride today was on an open-top Blackpool tram. The rain held off, so I could pretend
I was on the seafront.

Thursday 8 October
Julie had to go back to Belper Specsavers, so it would have been rude not to go back to
Oxfam Books and Music Belper and explore their railway books. I probably spent more than
I should, but so many charities are struggling. It shouldn't be this way, of course - it was
reported earlier this week that
"The world’s billionaires “did extremely well” during the coronavirus pandemic, growing
their already-huge fortunes to a record high of $10.2tn (£7.8tn). A report by Swiss bank UBS
found that billionaires increased their wealth by more than a quarter (27.5%) at the height of
the crisis from April to July, just as millions of people around the world lost their jobs or
were struggling to get by on government schemes."
As one commentator wrote "‘Anyone accumulating riches on this scale could easily afford to
raise the pay of the employees who generate their wealth, or contribute a great deal more in
taxes to support vital public services, while remaining very well rewarded for whatever
successes they’ve achieved."
I couldn't have put it better myself! Let's calm down and talk trains. I liked this "North
Eastern Steam in Northumbria" book with photos by Malcolm Dunnett. I am sometimes sad
that I didn't know the North East in its days of industry, when the Tyne was the Coaly Tyne.
It is now a beautiful river, but it has lost a certain something. Have a read of
http://www.northernvicar.co.uk/2016/05/26/hadrians-wall-walk-10-heddon-on-the-wall-tonewcastle-upon-tyne/
There is an atmospheric photo of North Blyth sheds in 1966. Blyth is not on the tourist trail
of Northumbria, though I have visited St Cuthbert's church http://www.northernvicar.co.uk/2014/10/27/blyth-st-cuthbert/
I also visited one of the signal boxes on the freight line to the docks when, many years ago, I
had booked onto a Saturday training day on Marriage - I was young and keen in those days. I
got to the church rather early, and rather p****d off that I had agreed to spend a day training.
As I was early I wandered down to the level crossing with my camera, just as a coal train
came through. I was shouted at from the signal box, which p****d me off even more. Then I
realised that the signalman was not telling me off, but he was a lad I had married a few
months earlier. I went up and had a mug of tea with him. I was late for the training session,
but at least I had a good excuse. I was doing wedding follow-up - it just happened to be in a
signal box.

Friday 9 October
We had a day out today and ended up in Stratford upon Avon. It is so depressing to see most
of the Shakespeare sites closed and the Theatres standing empty. Last year we saw King
John, As You Like It, Measure for Measure and The Taming of the Shrew - and a fascinating
new play A Museum in Baghdad. In case you wonder how we can afford so many tickets,
there are some benefits in having a wife in a wheelchair! Thanks Royal Shakespeare
Company for some wonderful evenings - we will be back.
As we drove home, I spotted the signs to "Shirley", and the memory went back to 1982.
British Rail had an offer whereby if you purchased a Student Railcard you could have a free
return ticket anywhere. So at the end of the Lent term we purchased two new railcards and
had a return to Penzance. We went out of Paddington on the overnight train, sitting in a
compartment all the way, ending up in Penzance at some ungodly hour of the morning.
After breakfast we caught the train one stop back to St Erth and went up the branchline to
spend a few hours in St Ives. I remember that the diesel unit had "Shirley" on its destination
blind. (Why does something like that stick in the mind 38 years after the event?). I also
remember that we went for a walk along the cliffs and had a row because she said it was time
to get engaged, and I said it wasn't.
We got the last train back to London. Her parents thought we were mad, but a fortnight later I
asked her dad if I could marry his daughter. I may have stood for my independence on
Cornish cliffs, but I knew what was best for my long term happiness.
I was going to end this rambling with a photo of another beautiful lady on a Cornish Cliff though it is somewhat depressing that Eleanor Tomlinson wasn't born for another decade (we
visited in 1982, she was born in 1992). Instead, enjoy this youtube clip - Flanders and Swann
"The Slow Train", which commemorates Beeching's closures. St Erth to St Ives is listed (and
it didn't close), and there is one other station still open - see if you can spot it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTFcN8RsJbs

Saturday 10 October
The Honours List has missed me out again!
Congratulations to David Suchet on his Knighthood. Some of you will know which story you
are about to get (sorry Julie Seddon)
When I was in Ponteland we had a lovely lady called Kitty in the congregation. When I
arrived she was almost 100, resident in Ponteland Manor residential home, and still coming to
church most weeks.
The story I was told was that her husband had been a Master of Wellington School, where the
Suchet boys were pupils. Apparently Mr Suchet senior was not keen on one of his sons
wanting to be an actor. David acted in "Macbeth" at school, and Kitty took his father on one
side to tell him his son had a God given gift as an actor and must be allowed to use it. So
thanks to Kitty we had Poirot.
David visited her regularly in Ponteland Manor, and always made time to go and speak to the
other residents. When Kitty died he came spoke the Eulogy at her funeral. I think that means
I have shared a stage with David Suchet. He was absolutely charming.
He has also presented two TV series "In the Footsteps of St Paul" and "In the Footsteps of St
Peter". Not currently available on DVD, but they sometimes turn up in charity shops and are
on youtube. Well worth watching.
Northern Reader has reminded me that Agatha Christie's first novel "The Mysterious affair at
Styles" was published 100 years ago. We highly recommend Greenway, National Trust

English Riviera - her home. Had a lovely day there several years ago. Another place to go
back to.

Sunday 11 October
A busy morning. Julie had a good attendance at St Matthew's, I had 49 at St Edmund's - I
doubt we would have got anyone else in. Then the Annual Parochial Church Meeting. Little
bit difficult when all the annual reports etc are pre-Covid and the world has changed so much,
also sad that no-one wants to step up and be second churchwarden - these churches don't run
themselves. But there is no point getting stressed - thanks everyone for so much.
I've just finished the new Vera book by Ann Cleeves, "The Darkest Evening", suppled by
Cogito Books, the best bookshop there is. They even supplied me with a signed copy! I really
enjoyed it. Well crafted story, and she pictures darkest Northumberland so well. I also liked
this sentence (on page 189) "There was a hooter and the Millennium Bridge slowly swung
open, the eye blinking not to let through a ship but just to show that it could." Four years ago,
thanks to David, husband of the lovely Katie King, I got to raise this bridge - and thanks to
Tony the Bridge Master.
There was one Vera book when one of the families lived in a large house on Darras Hall, the
posh part of my previous parish. If memory serves the wife was churchwarden, and the book
included a sentence something like "she was as cold as one of the statues in her church". I
remember chuckling at the time, and I thought I had made a note of the book and the
reference. The librarian in me has failed. Any of my northern readers know the reference?

Monday 12 October
I am supposed to be spending an hour reading about the Book of Common Prayer for my
Centre for Lifelong Learning, York course this evening on "the Reformation in 10 Books". I
keep going down rabbit holes.
"You might be interested in this virtual exhibition" our tutor told us last week. So I look up
https://expo.bib.kuleuven.be/exhibits/show/bookedges and it is fascinating. Had you ever
thought about the edges of books before?
She gave us a link and told us to explore "Boston Public Library's impressive digital
collections, sorted by date. Searching for "prayer" will bring up lots of different editions of
the Book of Common Prayer."
I don't even get as far as the different editions. My eye is caught by the line "Established in
1848 by an act of the Great and General Court of Massachusetts, the Boston Public Library
(BPL) was the first large free municipal library in the United States. In 1839, French
ventriloquist M. Nicholas Marie Alexandre Vattemare became the original advocate for a
public library in Boston when he proposed the idea of a book and prints exchange between
American and French libraries."
Run that by me again ... the library was proposed by a French Ventriloquist?!? You couldn't
make it up!
It gets better. I look him up on Wikipedia and find this glorious sentence: "He trained as a
surgeon, but was refused a diploma after making cadavers seem to speak during surgical
exercises."
I can't cope with this much excitement on a Monday morning. Time to go back to the paid
job. Have fun!

Tuesday 13 October
On this day in 54 AD, Nero succeeded Claudius as Roman Emperor. It comforts me to know
that the past has seen worse leaders than the present.
I am angry, I am tired, I am frustrated. I know this is a situation no government has found
themselves in in recent years, but how much better it would have been if we'd properly
resourced the NHS, local government and public health in the last decade. How much better
it would have been if we'd locked down earlier (without waiting for the Cheltenham Festival
to end) and prosecuted those who broke the rules. If Mr Cummings had been photographed
being bundled into back of a police van, people might have taken the restrictions more
seriously. It would have been great if our leaders had not given billions of pounds to their
friends in the hope they could set up track and trace. If we'd not rushed to get everything back
to normal, and we'd listened to the scientists who (it now appears) said don't send youngsters
back to University, start the new year on line. (I am NOT blaming our young people).
But we didn't, and it seems as if we are, to all intents and purposes, pretty much back to
square 1. O well, head down, back to phoning round, do the worship we can, be here when
people need us, and enjoy the fact the sun is shining.
Selwyn says he has never heard of Nero, Claudius, Johnson or Trump. But he knows it is
time for his blue ball of food. He has heard that there is a cat called Larry who resides at
Number 10, and suggests we ask him to run the country.

Wednesday 14 October
We had a good service at St Edmund's this morning. Just 10 of us, but it was an oasis of
peace I needed. Yesterday was the Feast of Edward the Confessor, so it seemed a good
opportunity to pray for our leaders. I criticise them, but I also pray for them. He died on 5
January 1066 and his remains translated to his abbey at Westminster in 1162.
1066 was a year of three Kings - Edward, Harold and William. The Battle of Hastings was on
this day in 1066, and it is probably safe to say that the English have never trusted Europeans
since. It is one of the fascinating "what if" questions of our history, what would have
happened if Harold and his soldiers hadn't come to battle absolutely shattered after their long
march south after the Battle of Stamford Bridge.

Then a zoom conference with Churches Together leaders from across the East Midlands. Lots
of good stories of churches working together, feeding the homeless, helping people with their
mental health, planning how we can do Christmas. But also stories of financial problems,
dioceses where the income does not pay the clergy and the reserves are being raided year in,
year out. Stories too of many village churches which have not reopened yet, and the question
is whether they ever will. The pattern of parishes the Normans established is falling apart,
and many communities will be left with their church an empty, unused building.
We went for a walk at Kedleston - the National Trust are also struggling with the economics
of their estates and buildings. As are English Heritage, Historic Royal Palaces, and hundreds
of local heritage sites. I read somewhere that there are more museum cafes than there are
Starbucks, another economic factor in all this as well.
I wonder when news of Hastings arrived at Allestree? It is possible that there was already a
small church on the site where we worship, so I expect they prayed for their new ruler as well
(as well as wondering what it all meant for them).

Thursday 15 October
Waking up to the news of a fire at St Matthew's was not what I wanted. The shed has been
destroyed, and there is a bit of damage to the stone and paintwork of the church, but it could
have been far worse. Thanks to our neighbours who spotted it, and the fire crews who
attended at midnight.
At one point later this morning we had two detectives, a police CSI photographer, two police
officers, a fire investigator, a fire engine and crew, and a fire sniffer dog and handler. All of
them professional, skilled, and caring. They nearly all said "are you OK Vicar?" (The dog
didn't say that, but he wagged his tail at me).
I wonder how much it costs when two fire engines, fully crewed, and a police presence arrive
in the middle of the night. I wonder how much their on-going investigation will cost. It's why
we pay tax. It's part of being Society. Thank you.

